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Abstract— Solar photovoltaic system or Solar electricity device is one in all renewable electricity device 

which makes use of PV modules to transform daylight into energy. The energy generated may be both saved 

or used directly, fed again into grid line or blended with one or extra different energy turbines or extra 

renewable electricity source. This takes a look at ambitions to layout and examine the grid- linked sun 

photovoltaic roof-pinnacle device. 

The carrier reduces engineering time for installers, and decreases assessment time for constructing officers. 

Computer controlled information and layout calculations lessen mistakes that purpose constructing officers to 

reject PV allow applications – decreasing rework. PV Permit Design generates BOM designs and output SLD, 

NEC code calculation, and structural opinions in minutes.  

Index Terms—grid-connected, solar photovoltaic, PV system, roof-top solar PV, BOM. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Some renewable electricity tasks are large scale, however renewable technology also is applicable to rural 

and far-flung regions in growing countries, wherein electricity is important to human development. Grid 

related PV structures with-inside the global account for approximately 99% of the hooked-up ability in 

comparison to face on my own structures, which use batteries [1]. Battery-much less grid related PV are fee 

powerful and require much less maintenance. Batteries aren't wanted for grid related PV, because the energy 

generated is uploaded to the grid for direct transmission, distribution and consumption. This eases the weight 

on different reasserts presenting energy to the grid. 
 

 

Figure 1. Grid-Connected Solar PV System Configuration (Luque & Hegedus, 2011) 
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A constructing has parallel energy supplies, one from the sun PV gadget and the opposite from the energy 

grid. The mixed energy delivers feeds all of the hundreds linked to the primary ACDB. 

The ratio of sun PV deliver to energy grid deliver varies, relying on the dimensions of the sun PV gadget. 

Whenever the sun PV deliver exceeds the constructing’s demand, extra power may be exported into the grid. 

When there may be no daylight to generate PV power at night, the energy grid will deliver all the 

constructing’s demand. A grid-linked gadget may be a powerful manner to lessen your dependence on 

application energy, growth renewable power production, and enhance the environment. 

In 2008, the established price of a residential PV gadget with-inside the United States generally ranged from 

$eight to $10 according to established watt earlier than authorities or application incentives [2].  For greater 

part on costs, see the section titled “Cost issues.” For facts on setting collectively your set up team, consult 

with the segment “The Project Team.”  

 

Evaluating a Site for Solar PV Potential 

Does the Pacific Northwest Have Good Solar Potential? – This is a completely common query and the 

solution is, yes, the Pacific Northwest receives sufficient solar for grid-connected photovoltaic structures to 

function well. The Northwest’s maximum sun ability is east of the Cascades [3]. But even west of the 

Cascades, the Oregon’s Willamette Valley receives as plenty sun electricity yearly because the U.S. average 

– as plenty over the direction of the year as southern France and greater than Germany, the cutting-edge chief 

in sun electric installations. Under cloudy conditions, it's miles authentic that photovoltaic s produce simplest 

five to 30 percentage in their most output. However, due to the fact sun photovoltaic s come to be less green 

while hot, our cooler weather and our lengthy summer time season days assist make up for the cloudy days.[4] 

Evaluating a Building Site – The first step with inside the layout of a photovoltaic device is figuring out if the 

web website online you're considering has top sun potential. Some questions you have to ask are: 

 Is the set-up web website online loose from shading with the aid of using close by trees, homes or 

other obstructions? 

 Can the PV device be orientated for top performance? 

 Does the roof or assets have sufficient region to house the sun array? 

 If the array might be roof-mounted, what form of roof is it and what's its condition? 

Mounting Location – Solar modules are commonly installed on roofs. If roof location is not available, PV 

modules may be pole-installed, ground-installed, wall-installed. 

Shading – Photovoltaic arrays are adversely affected by shading. A well-designed PV system needs clear and 

unclogged access to the sun’s rays from concerning nine a.m. to three p.m., throughout the year. Even small 

shadows, such as the shadow of one branch of a defoliated tree considerably scale back the ability output of a 

star module.[5] 

Orientation – In northern latitudes, by conventional wisdom PV modules are ideally oriented towards true 

south. But the tilt or orientation of a roof doesn't get to be good as a result of solar modules produce 95 percent 

of their full power when within 20 degrees of the sun’s direction. Roofs that face east or west may also be 

acceptable. As an example, a due west facing rooftop solar PV system, tilted at 20 degrees in Salem, Oregon, 

will produce approximately 88 percentage as lots electricity as one pointing authentic south on the equal 

location. Flat roofs work well because the PV modules can be mounted on frames and tilted up toward true 

south.[6] 

Tilt – Generally the optimum tilt of a PV array in the Pacific Northwest equals the geographic latitude minus 

about 15 degrees to achieve yearly maximum output of power. 

Required Area – Residential and small commercial systems require as little as 50 square feet for a small system 

up to as much as 1,000 square feet. As a general rule for the Pacific Northwest, every 1,000 watts of PV 

modules needs one hundred sq. feet of collector space for modules satisfaction crystalline chemical element 

(currently the most common PV cell type) [7]. Each 1,000 watts of PV modules will generate regarding 1,000 
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kilowatt-hours (kWh) each year in locations west of the Cascades and about 1,250 kWh per year east of the 

Cascades. 

Roof Types –For roof-mounted systems, usually composition shingles are best to work with and slate and tile 

roofs are the foremost difficult. Nevertheless, it's doable to put in PV modules on all roof types. If the roof 

will need replacing within 5 to 10 years, it should be replaced at the time the PV system is installed to avoid 

the cost of removing and reinstalling the PV system.[8] 

 

 

 

Table 1.- BILL OF MATERIAL 

 

system components 

Basic components of grid-connected PV systems; 

 Solar photovoltaic modules  

 Array mounting racks  

 Grounding equipment 

 Combiner box  

 Surge protection (often part of the combiner box)  

 Inverter  

 Meters – system meter and kilowatt-hour meter  

 Fuse AC disconnect 
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Fig 2. Simple PV system diagram 

 

Fig 3. Voltage Vries Calculation   
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Fig 2. PV DESIGN SAMPLE TAMPLET 

 

SOLAR ELECTRIC (PV) SYSTEM INSTALLATION CHECKLIST 

Following the completion of each item on the checklist below 

Before starting any PV system testing: 

1. Check that non-present day sporting steel elements are grounded well. (Array frames, racks, steel 

boxes, etc. are related to the grounding system) 

2. Ensure that every one labels and protection symptoms and symptoms distinctive with inside the plans 

are in vicinity. 

PV ARRAY—General 

1. Visually inspect the array for cracked modules. 

2. Check to see that all wiring is neat and well supported. 

3. Check that stress reliefs/cable clamps are well hooked up on all cables and cords through pulling on 

cables to verify. 

PV ARRAY CIRCUIT WIRING  

1. Check domestic run wires (from PV modules to combiner field) at DC string combiner field to make 

sure there's no voltage on them. 

2. Recheck that fuse are eliminated and all switches are open 

REPETITIVE SOURCE CIRCUIT STRING WIRING 

1. Verify that the each the tremendous and bad string connectors are diagnosed well with everlasting cord 

marking. 

2. Repeat this series for all supply circuit strings. 
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CONTINUATION OF PV ARRAY CIRCUIT WIRING 

1. Recheck that DC Disconnect transfer is open and tag continues to be intact. 

2. VERIFY POLARITY OF EACH SOURCE CIRCUIT STRING with inside the DC String Combiner 

Box. 

3. Verify that the most effective vicinity wherein the AC impartial is grounded is at the principal carrier 

panel. 

4. Check the AC line voltage at fundamental AC disconnect is inside right limits (115-one hundred 

twenty-five Volts AC for a hundred and twenty Volts and 230-250 for 240 Volts).[9] 

INVERTER STARTUP TESTS 

1. Be positive that the inverter is off earlier than intending with this section. 

2. Test the continuity of all DC fuses to be hooked up with-inside the DC string combiner box, 

deployation all string fuses, and near fused switches in combiner box. 

3. Confirm that the running voltage is inside right limits in keeping with the manufacturer’s set up 

manual. 

4. After recording the running voltage on the inverter near any open bins associated with the inverter 

gadget. 

 

 

SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE TEST 

1. Check to ensure that the PV array is in complete solar and not using a shading whatsoever. If it's miles 

not possible to discover a time at some point of the day while the complete array is in complete solar, 

most effective that element this is in complete solar can be capable of be accepted. 

2. If the gadget isn't running, flip the gadget on and permit it to run for 15 min. earlier than taking any 

overall performance measurements. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Energy is the spine of each kingdom and economy. We can finish that putting in sun rooftop structures is 

beneficially for purchasers economically and might play a essential function in satisfying the power 

requirement of home purchasers. The sun system, on the only hand, will enhance the purchasers financially 

and alternatively aid in a non-stop deliver of electricity. It additionally affords an enterprise possibility for 

operations. Thus, the energy loss throughout this conversion additionally wishes to be taken into consideration, 

mainly in Indian context, in which inverter performance varies from 83% to 91% (Bureau of Energy 

Efficiency, 2016). 
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